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Glimpse from Presentation-1

What is Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) ?

It is a class of artificial neural networks where connections between nodes form a directed graph along a 

temporal sequence

Perfect Roommate Example

How RNN can help predict the next food the roommate is going to cook (based on Weather and Sequence)

Unrolled RNN network
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Glimpse from Presentation-1

App: https://www.bing.com/translator
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Glimpse from Presentation-1
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Example of RNN
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RNN Problems

Vanishing Gradient Problem

Doesn’t learn Long range dependencies across time
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Why not RNN

Sometimes, we only need to look at recent information to perform the present task

Example: the clouds are in the _________

the         clouds          are            in            the 
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Why not RNN

Sometimes, we need more context

Example: I grew up in France… I speak fluent _________

I grew up      in           France                     I             speak        fluent
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Why LSTM

In theory RNN are absolutely capable of handling such long-term dependencies. A human could carefully pick 

parameters for them to solve toy problems of this form. 

Sadly, in practice, RNNs don’t seem to be able to learn them. 

The problem was explored in depth by Hochreiter (1991) [German] and Bengio, et al. (1994), who found some 

pretty fundamental reasons why it might be difficult.

LSTM’s overcome both Vanishing Gradient Problem and also learns long-range dependencies through Gating 

mechanism
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LSTM ( Long Short-term memory )

Proposed in 1997 by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber

Some Applications:

As of 2016 Google used LSTM for speech recognition on the smartphone, for the smart assistant Allo and for 

Google Translate. 

Apple uses LSTM for the "Quicktype" function on the iPhone and for Siri.

Amazon uses LSTM for Amazon Alexa

In 2017, Facebook performed some 4.5 billion automatic translations every day using long short-term memory 

networks.
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Intuition behind LSTM
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LSTM terms to know

Sigmoid (0 to 1)                                   tanh (-1 to 1)
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What is LSTM on the inside ?
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How LSTM works ? { Step 1 }
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How LSTM works ? { Step  2}
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How LSTM works ? { Step  3}
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How LSTM works ? { Step  4}
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How LSTM works ? { Step  5}
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Example - Colab - https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1YRdRViykuWm9dIk2NVDKovDx7PDEwrmF
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Example - Colab - https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1YRdRViykuWm9dIk2NVDKovDx7PDEwrmF
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Question about predicting for a review with more than 100 words:

If you look at the predicted ids, it’s length is 100 which means it just neglects the rest of the words in the review.

Here 2 is nothing but <UNK> which is unknown word since numbers like 0, 1, 2 … are not in the word_index

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1YRdRViykuWm9dIk2NVDKovDx7PDEwrmF


Where to get vectors for words ?
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LSTM for Images ???
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Key Takeaways

RNNs are used to process and predict sequences

LSTM’s are great
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